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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Summer 2022
Ladies and Gentlemen,
At last we have a way forward as we progress towards ISASI
2022, our premier international annual seminar. Thank you to
the many respondents to our surveys who provided such
valuable feedback to the executive team. We are now
confident that we can meet the expectations of most members

You have indicated to us that you are comfortable with the hybrid seminar
concept and, subject to any new Covid-19 variants, we are actively planning
to gather at the Pullman Hotel in Brisbane between 30th August and 1st
September this year. Given the uncertainties with the current situation, we
are anticipating the ASASI cohort to be supplemented by only a small
number of physically present international delegates.
Our program is being structured such that international delegates who
elect not to travel to Australia can participate via an interactive platform
accommodating both real-time and recorded presentations. These will be
designed to minimise the impact of time zone differences with the other
international societies. The traditional tutorial sessions have been
dispensed with for this seminar only and we are unlikely to be providing
any companion program at this stage, however this may be introduced at a
later stage subject to demand.
The formal Call for Papers will be broadcast presently so you might start
thinking about what you might be able to present, individually or in
partnership with others. There is no monopoly on good ideas so please
utilise this opportunity to deliver some provocative thoughts, consistent
with our theme of Current Challenges for Aviation Safety. There should be
no shortage of subject material for this! Further details related to
submission requirements, deadlines and other matters will be sent to you
shortly.
There is a lot to be done in a very short time frame so please save the
dates and spread the word throughout your part of our industry. It is our
objective to deliver a world class seminar, despite the Covid burdens. There
will be more information soon on registration processes and costings
Until next time, stay safe.
John Guselli
ASASI President
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The State of Play in European Aviation Recovery

EUROCONTROL tracks
the connectivity
available to
passengers through a
set of connectivity
indicators. These are
people-focused,
covering the whole
journey, door-to-door:
including travel to and
from the airport,
available flight
connections and
cancellations. They’re
calculated at the
district-to-district
level.

This Eurocontrol data snapshot focusses on flights recovering to 75% of 2019 levels, but
for passengers, the choice of flights to their destination remains low.
The ‘flight choice’ indicator in the graph shows how many options you have, on average,
to get to your destination. Roughly, it’s how many options you would see in a booking
screen: direct and connecting flights, using different airports and at different times on
the day of travel, but ignoring the same flight offered by different carriers and filtering
out long connection times.
The four data points for 2019 (we calculate the indicators on quarterly samples), show
that people in the Netherlands have the widest choice of flights for an average journey
within Europe. This is because many of them can easily access Dutch airports, but some
can also access airports in neighbouring countries, so they have plenty of options.
Bulgarian residents are at the other end of the scale, with fewer of them having good
access to busy airports.
As COVID-19 spread, connectivity collapsed by 2020Q2 (measured by ‘flight choice’ in
June). Many routes were unavailable, and flight options were few for those routes that
were served: the graph shows most countries with an average ‘choice’ of around 1
flight. The summer 2021Q3 recovery was short-lived, as it was for flights.
In 2021, the recovery has been more sustained. However, flight choice continues to lag
behind the recovery in flights, on average reaching 54% of 2019Q4. For example, in
Bulgaria flights reached 73% of 2019 in late November, while flight choice was only 59%
of 2019. Similarly, the rich choice available to residents of the Netherlands remains
more restricted: in 2021Q4, flights were at 79% of 2019 but flight choice was only 57%
of 2019. Austria and Italy both have flight choice at 52% of 2019Q4, while flights are
significantly higher at 60-65% and 78-79% respectively. For passengers, a full recovery
in connectivity remains in the distance.
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Meanwhile the State of Play in Australia
BITRE data (at November 2021 and prior to the Omicron strain) revealed that we were
turning a corner. Unfortunately, our progress has been checked. The closed border situation
in Western Australia has had a significant impact on all sectors.

For the month of November 2021, Melbourne – Sydney was Australia’s busiest RPT
route with 241.3 thousand passengers, followed by Brisbane – Cairns with 87.9
thousand passengers and Ballina – Sydney with 58.2 thousand passengers.
Brisbane was Australia’s busiest domestic airport with 501.4 thousand passenger
movements in November 2021, followed by Sydney with 410.4 thousand passenger
movements and Melbourne with 335.4 thousand passenger movements.
In November 2021, there were 1.12 million domestic passenger movements through
regional airports, compared to 0.93 million in November 2020 and 2.11 million in
November 2019.
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Additional Pandemic Symptoms
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Have you recovered from a Coronavirus Infection?
We continue to study daily statistics on infection rates,
hospital admissions and sadly fatalities associated
with the pandemic.
What about a situation when you might have it; but
don't realise it? You could asymptomatic. This
condition can be defined “when a person is infected
with a virus and will never feel any symptoms at all,”
You can feel fine but don't display any of the common
markers of Covid-19 such as a lack of taste or smell,
dry cough or fever. Despite that, you can still test
positive and transmit the virus to family and
colleagues.
CASA has recently published aviation specific guidance to help you if you have been
unfortunate enough to contract COVID-19. It will help to identify:
whether you can go back to aviation activities
whether you will need further follow-up and support.
If you answer no to all of the questions, you:
can return to your aviation duties
do not need to be reviewed by a Designated Aviation Medicine Examiner (DAME)
must continue to follow the relevant public health orders for your state or territory.
If you answer yes to any of the questions, you must visit a DAME before returning to aviation
activities.
The checklist also has guidance about residual COVID-19 symptoms and when these warrant
a review.
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Recovery from Coronavirus Infection Checklist
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No Sign of 5G Interference in Australia - CASA

There’s good news for those worried about the fierce debate in the United States
about the impact of 5G signals on aircraft safety systems: there are no indications
of similar problems in Australia.
The Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) has been closely monitoring the issue
and so far we’ve seen no evidence 5G transmissions are currently affecting aircraft
in this country.
U.S. airlines and aircraft manufacturers raised concerns some time ago that a
segment of the airwaves to be used by American telecommunications companies
for 5G is too close to that utilised by radio altimeters that measure an aircraft’s
clearance height over terrain.
Measurements by the altimeters are used by other aircraft safety systems and
there are concerns the rollout of 5G near U.S. airports would affect aircraft
systems such as those used for automatic landings, wind shear prediction and
terrain warnings.
While CASA and the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) have urged pilots
to report any anomalies with radio altimeters near 5G towers, they have yet to see
any.
In fact, the ATSB says there have been no reports of radio altimeter incidents
linked to 5G since the telecommunications technology rolled out 2 years ago.
One reason for this is that Australian 5G transmissions currently do not extend
into the part of the spectrum worrying the U.S. aviation industry.
Radio altimeters operate in 4.2-4.4Ghz range and the 5G transmissions subject to
the interference debate are in the adjacent 3.7-4.2GHz spectrum. Australian 5G
transmissions currently top out at 3.7GHz, well below the radio altimeter
frequencies.
CASA issued its latest airworthiness bulletin on the 5G issue on 17 January 2022.
Both agencies are keen to hear from pilots who notice any spurious radio
altimeter incidents occurring at altitudes below 2500ft above ground level. You
can report any issues via our online form and at the ATSB
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Technology can have a Downside

Four-year-old Sydney child
orders $1,139 of gelato
delivered to his father’s work

Four-year-old Christian King used his father’s phone to order to order more
than $1,000 on multiple cakes and tubs of his favourite flavours from
Messina on UberEats.
A four-year-old boy left his Sydney family gobsmacked after ordering more
than $1,000 worth of gelato on a food delivery app, including a
personalised birthday cake and tubs of his favourite flavours.
Christian King used his father’s phone to order $1,139 worth of gelato and
cakes from Gelato Messina on UberEats on Monday.
His father, Kris King, had given his son his phone to keep him distracted
while his sister’s touch football match was happening.
He said his son warned him he had “something on the way”, but he didn’t
believe him until an UberEats delivery driver called his wife. It was at that
moment he realised what was going on.
“First of all I thought it was $139. And then I really looked at it and it was
$1,139 and we almost had a bloody heart attack.
“I flicked through the screen about 30 times. That’s how long the order was,
it was like 99 cakes.” “He actually told me he ordered a birthday cake for
himself, and I didn’t even believe it.
“I had steam coming out of my ears first of all, screaming his name down
the street. He ran to his room before I told him so.”
King said the order included multiple cakes and tubs of Christian’s
favourite flavours from Messina.
“He ordered two of the tiramisu, two of the mushroom cake, the chocolate
log, he chose the ones he wanted. He didn’t just choose randomly.
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Technology can have a Downside

“He also ordered eight or nine 1.5 litre tubs of strawberries and cream and
double dolche gelato. It’s a little cheeky boy just ordering what he liked.”
Christian’s birthday is in January, but his father believed he was planning
ahead.
“We order stuff off UberEats every day, and he’s obviously seen us do it all the
time, but he’s never done it and submitted it. $1,200 later, it was a big shock to
the system.”
The enormous order was delivered to Newtown Fire Station where King works
as a firefighter and had last made an order. The firefighters on duty accepted
the order and removed everything they had in the fridge to accommodate it.
UberEats agreed to refund the order when King and his wife explained what
had happened.
“[UberEats] weren’t aware of anything wrong, but really we thought there
should have been something in place. It was a very unusual order.
“We thought someone would question a $1,000 order of random things, and a
personalised birthday cake that said happy birthday.”
King initially told his son Santa wasn’t coming this year as a result of the order,
but it appears the situation has changed.
“The icing on the cake was when UberEats said we’ll give you your money back.
He’s back in the good books and Santa is coming again.”
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The Inaugural Society of Air Safety Investigators Seminar
Washington DC - 1970
Just over 50 years ago, former ASASI member, the late Frank Yeend was invited to
present at the first Society of Air Safety Investigators Seminar in Washington DC. He
promoted a simple, but not widely accepted theme that a key facilitator of air safety
investigation related to the importance of the incident report.
This event proved to be seminal in the formative stages of contemporary air safety
investigation.
The list of speakers and delegates reads like a who's who of aviation safety.
It's also pleasing to note that the gender balance in our industry has been modified
in the last fifty two years to incorporate more than just 'gentlemen'.
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The Way We Were - VH-AAV Accident - Sydney 1980
During an evening temperature
of 39 degrees Celsius, our editor
vividly recalled an accident that
occurred at Sydney Airport during
the evening of February 21st
1980. This tragic event took the
lives of all thirteen occupants.
Extracts from the formal investigation report (802-1017) prepared by the Air Safety
Investigation Branch of the Department of Transport Australia, revealed a series of
events which compounded to produce this disaster.
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The Mystery of the Southern Cloud
The Way We Were - VH-FCB Incident 1976
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The Way We Were - VH-FCB Incident 1976
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An Unusual Aircraft That Flew - Briefly!

The Caproni Ca 60 Noviplano, dubbed the 'Capronissimo', was an absurd aircraft which
featured three sets of triplane wings set above a giant fuselage which resembled some sort
of luxury houseboat.
The Caproni Ca 60 was designed by Count Gianni Caproni of Italy. Caproni was a prolific
aircraft designer, and the Ca 60 was probably the most unusual of all his creations.
The Caproni Ca 60 was powered by eight 400 horsepower Liberty V12 engines. Four of the
engines were mounted on the leading set of wings, while the other four were located on the
third row of wings and helped push the aircraft along.
Originally it was hoped that the Caproni Ca 60 would carry up to 100 passengers back and
forth across the Atlantic. However during the aircraft's first flight on 4th March 1921 it
crashed back into the water after only reaching a height of around 60 ft (18 meters).
Fortunately the pilot survived the impact and partial breakup of the aircraft. Perhaps even
more fortunately for the pilot - and any future passengers - he never had to fly it again as it
caught fire and was completely destroyed while it was being rebuilt.
Caproni Ca 60 dimensions:
Length:
Wingspan:
Height:
Weight:

23.45 metres
30 metres
9.15 metres
26,000 kg
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Investigations of the Future?
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Meet our New Members
In each edition we attempt to demonstrate the diversity of practical and academic
expertise within our Society. For this Summer Bulletin, ASASI is delighted to introduce
our newest members.
Each new member brings a different facet of specialisation to ASASI and we look
forward to meeting them and sharing their experiences. Please make them welcome as
we look forward to their individual contributions.

Tash Shayer
The ongoing ASASI partnership with Women in Aviation Australian Chapter
(WAI) has seen Tash awarded a
complimentary membership for the 2022 year. We are
delighted to have Tash join us.
She has provided us the brief background below in order to
get to know her.
My intrigue for aviation developed as a teenager, when I was gifted a gliding
joy flight for my 16th birthday.
Since then, I’ve enjoyed involvement in gliding and private flying, going on to
work nearly 8 years as an AME for Virgin Australia after the successful
completion of their Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Apprenticeship
Program. This developed a healthy curiosity for the more investigative side of
aviation and the search for a related role.
2021 presented the opportunity to be a part of Sharp Airlines as the Safety
and Quality Coordinator, where I currently work on the analysis and
rectifications required by safety occurrence reports within the company.

Tim Clark
Tim commenced his commercial airline career with the Ansett
regional airline, Kendell Airlines and was even checked to line by one
of our past members, the late Captain Ian Brown. He later joined
Qantas on the Boeing 767 before taking up expatriate life in Hong
Kong with Cathay Pacific on the Airbus fleet.
In 2012, he returned home to Brisbane to gain valuable experience in
safety investigation and flight data analysis within Virgin Australia
Safety Systems.
For the last five years, he has worked with the Australian Transport
Safety Bureau (ATSB) as a Senior Transport Safety Investigator.
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Announcement

Are you Linked In?
If you are not already a member of LinkedIn then simply
search for this ASASI group and click on 'Request to Join'. Our
group administrator (currently Neil Campbell) will approve the
request (in due course!). Alternatively, simply click the LinkedIn
icon to be directed to our ASASI group. The current policy is
that non-members of ASASI are allowed to join the group as
this will allow us to reach out to more people with an interest
in air safety and to better promote the society and events such
as conferences.
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A Town Like Alice
Those of us that have our motor vehicles valet parked are familiar with just handing over
the keys. It's not quite the same experience at Alice Springs though.
Asia Pacific Aircraft Storage (APAS) stores Boeing 737, 777, 787; Airbus A320/321, A330,
A350, A380; and ATR aircraft at its Alice Springs, Northern Territory facility. Alice Springs
offers the perfect environment for the preservation of aircraft. The facility benefits from an
arid desert environment characterised by an average year round humidity of approximately
25%, outside Australia’s cyclone zone, low rainfall, and with low lying in situ vegetation
providing additional dust suppression qualities.

Parked Aircraft

Engine Protection

Underbelly Protection

Wheel Well Protection

777 Storage

Fleet Varieties
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Kudos for the Flight Safety Foundation BARS Program

Mining operators join BARS safety programme
Asian Aviation - 26/12/2021
The contract aviation industry is furthering the adoption of a single international aviation
risk standard, with mining giants Mineral Resources (MRL) and SSR Mining joining the Flight
Safety Foundation’s Basic Aviation Risk Standard (BARS) Programme as BARS Member
Organisations (BMOs). Prior to joining BARS, MRL and SSR Mining’s operations utilised the
services of a range of aircraft operators (AO) across the globe to transport their employees.
As there are wide variations in how companies assess the safety of outsourced air
operations, AOs are subject to multiple audits annually.
BARS Programme Director David Anderson said the Program is one of only three standards
globally recognised in aviation and the only standard applicable for contracted aviation
suppliers. “Implementing a single standard reduces the audit burden on the operator,
provides consistency and standardisation, and saves both the mining sector and the aviation
suppliers a significant amount of money and time,” Anderson said. “Our standard comes
from the industry, and we have become a conduit of collaborative information to promote
safety among companies on the other side of the world, which is why we are so pleased to be
seeing next year in with more Members on board for the BARS Programme.”
Headquartered in Australia and USA respectively, MRL and SSR Mining’s global footprint
spans USA, Turkey, Canada, Australia, and Argentina.
SSR Mining Director Health, Safety and Risk, Andrew Lewin said he saw joining the
Programme as an investment in improving aviation safety within the mining industry. “BARS
provides an opportunity to raise standards across our aviation partners in managing the risk
to our employees and contractors,” Lewin said.
MRL Exploration Safety Superintendent Alistair Christie said backing a consistent and
globally recognised aviation standard is aligned with the company’s commitment to
supporting the safety of its employees. “MRL’s success is driven by our people, including our
committed fly-in-fly-out workforce across our iron ore and lithium operations,” Christie said.
“We look forward to working with the Flight Safety Foundation to continue strengthening
aviation safety across our business and the mining industry in general.”
As BMO’s MRL and SSR Mining and their aircraft operators will contribute audit and incident
data to identify safety risks (non-conformities) and develop solutions to advance the safety
of the contract aviation industry. The BARS Programme released data this year
demonstrating that the onshore resource sector is on a downward trend in fatal accidents.
The dataset includes all known accidents associated with the mining sector and covers all
aviation activities, including passenger operations, aerial mustering, survey, helicopter sling
loads, powerline construction and cargo.
Anderson said the downward trend demonstrates the impact of organisations implementing
a consistent global standard. “The Flight Safety Foundation, through the BARS Program, is
proud to be a part of this ongoing investment in improving aviation safety within the mining
industry and the aircraft operators supporting this sector,” he said.
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Airservices and Skykraft
to Trial Space-Based Surveillance and Communications
The rapid transition from terrestrial based
communication and navigation systems to future
systems continues to accelerate.
In the past, air safety investigators required some
unique and sometimes unusual skills to get the job
done. Based on the recent announcement by our
national ATS service provider, it might also involve
rocket science very soon.
Airservices Australia has partnered with space services company, Skykraft, to support the
development of a space-based communication and surveillance air traffic management capability.
Under the collaboration, Airservices will share its air navigation technical engineering and air traffic
management expertise to support design, development, and validation of the system, as well as
support Skykraft to conduct space-based proof-of-concept trials of the satellite constellation from
June 2022.
Airservices Chief Customer Experience & Strategy Officer Peter Curran said Airservices was
increasingly looking to the integration of space-based technologies to enhance air traffic
management services.
“This is a great opportunity to support an Australian company develop new sovereign capability that
has the potential to provide near continuous surveillance reporting and higher fidelity
communications that not only benefits Airservices and our customers, but the global aviation
industry,” said Curran.
“Space-based technologies provide significant opportunity to enhance safety, efficiency,
predictability and capacity, while reducing overall infrastructure costs associated with the current
ground-based networks.”
Skykraft Executive Chairman Air Vice Marshal (retd) Mark Skidmore said the partnership would
support the rapid maturation of Skykraft’s satellite constellation which enables surveillance and
communication with aircraft at all altitudes and across land and sea.
We look forward to continuing to work closely with Airservices to demonstrate Skykraft’s capability
to deliver commercial space-based surveillance and communication technologies for air traffic
management,” said Skidmore.
“Airservices’ understanding of the ATM requirements and needs will help us design and develop the
constellation, as we prepare a 300kg payload for a SpaceX launch in June 2022, to commence our
proof-of-concept trials, and strive towards a constellation launch in 2023.”
This collaboration builds on the December 2020 Memorandum of Understanding between
Airservices Australia and Skykraft which saw the organisations establish how they will work together
in a collaborative operating model.
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Proposed amendments to TSI Regulations
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) is seeking views from the aviation and marine
industry, and other interested stakeholders, on proposed amendments to the Transport Safety
Investigation Regulations 2021 (TSI Regulations). The proposed amendments to the TSI
Regulations are set out in the Exposure Draft for the Transport Safety Investigation Amendment
(2022 Measures No. 1) Regulations 2022 (the Exposure Draft).
The Exposure Draft proposes to make the following changes to the TSI Regulations:
For the purpose of accident and incident notification, aircraft operations are put into four
categories (Category A, B, C and D) based on the types of accident and incidents they will have
to report. Consistent with the Minister’s Statement of Expectations to the ATSB, the greatest
focus is on receiving reports where the information is most likely to be used for the greatest
public safety benefit.
Align aircraft operation categories and updating definitions consistent with flight operations
rules administered by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) which commenced on 2
December 2021.
Align key concepts such as accident, serious aircraft incident and aircraft incident, as well as
kinds of examples, with International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) equivalents as best as
practicable.
Removing prescriptive lists of individual kinds of incidents and defining occurrence concepts
more broadly, with guidance material supplementing examples of matters to be reported.
Clarify that certain aircraft incidents are to be reported as serious aircraft incidents, due to
their relative importance in identifying safety risks.
Clarify that occurrences during repositioning flights prior to conducting a passenger transport
operation or non-passenger commercial operation are reportable as part of the planned
operation.
Prescribe additional persons who are responsible for reporting in the aviation industry
(aircraft insurers and sport aviation bodies) and marine industry (pilotage service providers
and vessel traffic service providers) to increase the ATSB’s safety coverage.
Improve ATSB’s administration of the occurrence reporting framework by making other
minor, technical or clarifying changes.
To assist readers, an unofficial compilation of the TSI Regulations incorporating the Exposure
Draft amendments – as if it had commenced – is available for reference at
https://www.atsb.gov.au/media/5780728/annex-1-unofficial-compilation-tsi-reg-2021-plus2022-amendment.pdf
To provide a holistic view of the proposed changes and how it might be implemented, a draft
version of updates to the Aeronautical Information Publication (the AIP) is also available at
https://www.atsb.gov.au/media/5780729/annex-2-aip-reportable-matters-2022.pdf
The AIP is guidance material published by Airservices Australia and the ATSB has responsibility
for updating content on occurrence reporting. In large part, it is not expected that the proposed
changes will have significant impact on industry participants, which are already required to
report occurrences to the ATSB by telephone and/or by written reporting. For the aviation
industry, the alignment of aviation occurrence reporting terminology and concepts with CASA’s
flight operations rulesets will provide more, rather than less, clarity on how different kinds of
aircraft operations are treated for the purposes of occurrence reporting.
The amendments are proposed to be made by 30 June 2022, which aim to provide 6 months of
lead time before commencement on 1 January 2023.
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Our Sponsors
We would like to thank our generous sponsors who have supported
us despite the impact of COVID-19 on their organisations:
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ASASI Scholarship Announced

Macarthur Job Scholarship 2021
The ASASI - Flight Safety Foundation Macarthur Job
Scholarship for 2021 has been awarded to Madeline
Higgins, a Bachelor of Aviation student attending the
University of Southern Queensland. Her paper, titled
The Impact of Pilot Currency and Recency on Aviation
Safety during the COVID-19 Pandemic was judged by
the Foundation.
The ASASI - Flight Safety Foundation Macarthur Job Scholarship provides an annual
allocation of up to AUD$2000 to support return travel, accommodation and
registration at the annual ANZSASI Seminars held in Australia or New Zealand.
(Details on the student area of the ASASI website).
Due to current COVID-19 complexities, this scholarship will be transferred to the
ISASI 2022 Seminar to be held in Brisbane between 30th August and 1st September
this year.

CASA Flight Safety Australia Scholarship
As a result of COVID-19 impacts on the academic institutions in Australia, no award has
been made for the 2021 scholarship.
This scholarship will be carried over into the 2022 program. Further details will be
provided during April.
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Save the Date - ISASI Brisbane 2022

ISASI 2022 Conference – Brisbane
The Pullman Hotel Brisbane will be our venue for the international conference
between 30th August and 1 September 2022.
The conference will comprise three days of technical programs and focus on the
theme of Current Challenges for Aviation Safety.
Brisbane is a great venue and there are many options for social activities for
partners. Further details will be provided later in the year.

Things to do in Brisbane

Moreton Island
Story Bridge Climb
Brisbane River Cruise
Stradbroke Island
Wheel of Brisbane
Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary
Tangalooma
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Stop Press
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A Simple Demonstration of Risk
How often have you been asked to give an interpretation of the concepts of risk
management? Sometimes simplicity rapidly disappears and the topic becomes a scientific
exercise with multiple formulae and big numbers.
This illustration translates the basic process without the bells and whistles. It could be useful.

·
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Contacts

ASASI Contact Details

President:
John Guselli
0419 015684
Vice President:
Alf Jonas
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Mayes
asasiexecutive@gmail.com
Email:
contactasasi@asasi.org
Post:
P.O. BOX 399 Bowral NSW 2576

Disclaimer: ASASI News does not endorse or guarantee the veracity of any items supplied from external sources to this journal.
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